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12 Understandings 

1. Teaching From Within is Learning From Within 
The teaching / learning dynamic isn’t unidirectional. The most powerful role a teacher can play is that 
of learner; likewise the most engaged role a learner can play is that of teacher. Learning and teaching 
are flipsides of the same coin.  

 

“To be a teacher in the right sense is to be a learner. I am not a teacher, only a fellow student.”     
         --Soren Kierkegaard 

 

2. A Culture of Compliance Doesn’t Promote Learning 
External motivators like punishments and rewards aim toward compliance. Over time, they construct 
a culture of compliance that defines learning in narrow, measurable terms. True learning always 
moves in surprising and unexpected ways, and the promise of discovery, not compliance, is core to 
human motivation. We are explorers at heart. 

 
“Compliance is simple to measure, simple to test for and simple to teach. Punish non-compliance, reward 
obedience and repeat. Initiative is very difficult to teach to 28 students in a quiet classroom. It's difficult to 
brag about in a school board meeting. And it's a huge pain in the neck to do reliably. Schools like teaching 
compliance. They're pretty good at it. To top it off, until recently the customers of a school or training 
program (the companies that hire workers) were buying compliance by the bushel. Initiative was a red flag, 
not an asset. Of course, now that's all changed. The economy has rewritten the rules, and smart 
organizations seek out intelligent problem solvers. Everything is different now. Except the part about how 
much easier it is to teach compliance.”  --Seth Godin 

 

3. The Brain is Designed for Perpetual Growth 
The brain has the capacity to grow and expand throughout our lives. It is a dynamic organ, capable of 
adapting to new uses and expanded connections. 

 
"The brain is remarkably plastic...Even in middle or old age, it's still adapting very actively to its 
environment."   --Kurt Fischer, Harvard University 

 

4. The Brain Grows In the Manner it is Exercised 
More complex challenges only lead to higher cognitive activity when they are taken on by the learner 
for their own sake, not coerced by rewards or punishments. We are either exercising our capacity for 
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self-directed inquiry and growth, or we are exercising our capacity to obtain rewards and avoid 
punishments. 

 
"If your child has been courageous enough to stand up for someone else, don’t reward them, thank them 
and talk to them about what they did, how they think the victim felt, how they felt themselves, and what 
more they can do."     --Barbara Coloroso 

 

5. We Learn Best As We Connect With Stories 
Stories engage us in ways that spark empathy, compassion and emotional awareness. Information 
gained through story is stored in ways rich with connection and personal meaning. 

“One lesson we can learn from pre-industrial peoples is the power of storytelling. I am struck by how 
important storytelling is among tribal peoples; it forms the basis of their educational systems. The Celtic 
peoples, for example, insisted that only the poets could be teachers. Why? I think it is because knowledge 
that is not passed through the heart is dangerous: it may lack wisdom; it may be a power trip; it may 
squelch life out of the learners. What if our educational systems were to insist that teachers be poets and 
storytellers and artists? What transformations would follow?” —Mathew Fox 

6. Rewards Render Us Passive 
Rewards engage us in reactive ways; they engage and exercise the part of the brain that is adept at 
responding quickly, but incapable of higher cognitive functions like divergent thinking, creative 
problem-solving or compassionate inquiry. 

 
“External rewards extinguish intrinsic motivation, diminish performance, crush creativity, crowd out 
good behavior, encourage cheating, become addictive, and foster short-term thinking.”      --Dan Pink 

 

7. Learning Requires Trust 
In an environment lacking in trust, we will attend first to self-protection. We will not take risks. We 
will play it safe. To learn we must already feel our community’s embrace, then we are free to venture 
out and fail with safety, take what was learned and venture out again. 

 
“We do not believe in ourselves until someone reveals that deep inside us something is valuable, worth 
listening to, worthy of our trust, sacred to our touch. Once we believe in ourselves we can risk curiosity, 
wonder, spontaneous delight or any experience that reveals the human spirit.”     ― E.E. Cummings 

 

8. Extrinsic Motivation Produces Short Term Results 
We continue to use extrinsic motivators because they work: they achieve short-term results. But in 
the long-term they destroy internal motivation, produce animosity toward the teacher, and develop a 
habit for low-level, reactive thinking within students. 

 
"Extrinsic rewards can positively impact student behavior, but only for short periods of time. Over time, 
larger and larger rewards are needed; when the reward is removed, the desired behavior is often 
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extinguished... Blame is then placed on the person providing the reward…"      --from Transforming 
Climate & Culture the CHARACTERplus Way 

 

9. Coercion is Violence 
We sometimes justify coercive methods because we believe they are justified by the ultimate goal or 
target, but coercion dehumanizes and teaches students to dehumanize others. The “learning target” 
is only valuable if the learner’s path to that target is authentic, internalized and respectful of the 
learner’s humanity. 

 
“We must come together in ways that respect the solitude of the soul, that avoid the unconscious violence 
we do when we try to save each other, that evoke our capacity to hold another life without dishonoring its 
mystery, never trying to coerce the other into meeting our own needs.”     --Parker J. Palmer 

 

10. Misguided Measuring Can Distract Us From What’s Important 
The push for accountability in education has led to more and more measuring. Much of what is most 
valuable in Learning is at best difficult to measure. The more attention we give to the narrow band of 
easily quantified student data, and the more accountability we feel for servicing those narrow 
measurements, the less capable we will be of even seeing the most important elements of student 
growth. 

 
“Everybody is a genius. But if you judge a fish by its ability to climb a tree, it will spend its whole life 
believing it is stupid.” – Albert Einstein 
 
“We can become so adept at measuring the height of the stem that we miss the bloom.” 
                                                                      --Teaching From Within 

 

11.  Learning is Natural 
It is our nature to inquire, to explore, to push boundaries and to grow. Teaching is not a matter of 
developing incentives toward learning, but a matter of removing obstacles between learners and 
learning. Often, the obstacles have grown out of our own attempts to motivate students externally. 

 
“Children do not need to be made to learn about the world or shown how. They want to, and they know 
how.”       – John Holt 

 

12.  Learning is Often About Un-Learning 
Our traditional educational practices have developed in us the false notion that learning is tedious 
and difficult, and happens only with much planning and ubiquitous reminders of consequence or 
rewards. We must give time and energy to the un-learning of these assumptions. Simply adding new 
external motivators on top of the old external motivators will only deepen the problem. 

 
“Education consists mainly in what we have unlearned.” – Mark Twain 
“To attain knowledge, add things every day. To attain wisdom, remove things every day.” --Lao Tzu 


